The use of Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy has been extended to provide nondestructive, quantitative analysis of a sample's surface topography. Theoretical modeling has determined the dependence of the image intensity on the microscope's optical components, the sample's optical properties, and the sample's surface orientation relative to the microscope.
Introduction
The development of a nondestructive technique for evaluation of the surface topography of reflective samples would be useful for experimental studies in many technical areas. Surface topography of laser mirrors is critical for breakdown and damage phenomina in high powered laser systems.
Mirror topography is also a key source of optical scattering in laser and solar energy systems.
Studies of basic friction mechanisms also require a knowledge of the topography of the two sliding surfaces.
But nondestructive techniques have not been readily available to obtain quantitative data from relatively smooth surfaces.
Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy has long been recognized for its extremely useful revelations of the qualitative nature of the variations in surface heights for reflective specimens.''2 Bertocci and Noggle used the technique to measure slopes on large metallographic specimens by an iterative procedure,3 and the present authors have presented a theoretical analysis of Nomarski DIC microscopy which indicated the possibility of using the continuum of intensity values in the DIC image for obtaining surface topographical information. 4 That theory resulted in expressions for the dependence of intensity on the optical components and their relative orientations, the sample's slope and optical properties, and the orientation of sample slopes with respect to a reference direction defined by elements required for DIC image formation.
This discussion begins with a verbal description of the operation of Nomarski reflection microscopy and then presents the salient features of the above -mentioned theoretical analysis.
Modification of a commercially available microscope to permit quantitative operation is then described. An alignment procedure, methods of calibration, and results of experiments which permit the determination of the slope of tilted planar samples from measurements of intensity in the image plane are detailed.
Operating principles of Nomarski microscopy
Image formation in Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy is the result of the interference of two distinct beams that reach the image plane. Nomarski reflection microscopy uses polarized input light, a birefringent prism, and a second polarizer to analyze the output light and produce a DIC image. The geometrical arrangement of the optical elements is shown in Fig. 1 .
Proper alignment of these elements produces two orthogonally polarized beams incident on the sample with a relative displacement comparable to the resolution limit of the objective lens.
Image formation can best be understood by considering an experiment with a reflecting surface whose normal is parallel to the optical axis (vertical) of the microscope.
The two polarization components of rays moving toward the sample experience relative phase shifts which depend on their positions as they pass through the prism. If an interference image were to be formed with these beams the observer would see a nonuniform intensity and interference fringes.
Introduction
The development of a nondestructive technique for evaluation of the surface topography of reflective samples would be useful for experimental studies in many technical areas. Surface topography of laser mirrors is critical for breakdown and damage phenomina in high powered laser systems. Mirror topography is also a key source of optical scattering in laser and solar energy systems. Studies of basic friction mechanisms also require a knowledge of the topography of the two sliding surfaces. But nondestructive techniques have not been readily available to obtain quantitative data from relatively smooth surfaces.
Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIG) microscopy has long been recognized for its extremely useful revelations of the qualitative nature of the variations in surface heights for reflective specimens.!*? Bertocci and Noggle used the technique to measure slopes on large metal 1ographic specimens by an iterative procedure,3 and the present authors have presented a theoretical analysis of Nomarski DIG microscopy which indicated the possibility of using the continuum of intensity values in the DIG image for obtaining surface topographical information. 4 That theory resulted in expressions for the dependence of intensity on the optical components and their relative orientations, the sample's slope and optical properties, and the orientation of sample slopes with respect to a reference direction defined by elements required for DIG image formation.
This discussion begins with a verbal description of the operation of Nomarski reflection microscopy and then presents the salient features of the above-mentioned theoretical analysis. Modification of a commercially available microscope to permit quantitative operation is then described. An alignment procedure, methods of calibration, and results of experiments which permit the determination of the slope of tilted planar samples from measurements of intensity in the image plane are detailed.
Operating principles of Nomarski microscopy
Image formation in Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIG) microscopy is the result of the interference of two distinct beams that reach the image plane. Nomarski reflection microscopy uses polarized input light, a birefringent prism, and a second polarizer to analyze the output light and produce a DIG image. The geometrical arrangement of the optical elements is shown in Fig. 1 . Proper alignment of these elements produces two orthogonally polarized beams incident on the sample with a relative displacement comparable to the resolution limit of the objective lens.
Image formation can best be understood by considering an experiment with a reflecting surface whose normal is parallel to the optical axis (vertical) of the microscope. The two polarization components of rays moving toward the sample experience relative phase shifts which depend on their positions as they pass through the prism. If an interference image were to be formed with these beams the observer would see a nonuniform intensity and interference fringes. But in reflection microscopy the horizontal sample causes the return path for each ray to be on the opposite side of and at an equal distance from the microscope optical axis.
The second passage through the prism again results in unequal phase changes across the prism.
But the side -to -side LIGHT`. % positional exchange by the incident and reflected rays causes differences in relative phase shift across the image to cancel The system is therefore self -compensating. The double pass through the prism results in a single value for relative phase shift across the entire image. The image is thus formed within one inference fringe.
In the absence of surface asperities the image is of uniform intensity, but variations in the sample's surface slope cause local variations in the angle of incidence and hence the angle of reflection.
Rays from asperities thus strike the prism at positions and angles determined by the surface topography and result in additional relative phase differences which act to modulate the intensity Nomarski microscope system distribution in the resulting image. with translating wedge for phase adjustment.
Angular orientation of compo-
Collimated monochromatic light should be nents is measured from the Nomarski used to form the input beam. Use of uncolshear plane.
limated light results in nonuniform compensation and introduces random spatial changes of intensity which are unrelated to surface topography of the sample.
The use of monochromatic light, in contrast to broad -band illumination, provides enhanced sharpness for interference fringes and yields better definition of asperity -related intensity changes in the image.
The critical element in the system is the Nomarski prism, a Wollaston prism as modified by Nomarski. The prism is made with two wedges of birefringent material which are cut and assembled in a manner which splits an incoming beam into two components (orthogonal polarizations) which intersect after exiting the prism.
Intersection of the exiting beams occurs in a plane which will be referred to as the "plane of apparent splitting." The prism geometry and "plane of apparent splitting" are illustrated in Fig. 2a .
The prism is oriented in the system so the plane of apparent splitting is perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope.
It should be noted that the prism not only splits the two polarization components but also causes a relative phase shift between them.
The amount of relative phase shift between the beams varies linearly with motion of the input beam along the prism shear direction.4 Translation of the prism along the shear direction, i.e., the direction of relative displacement between the two emergent beams, allows adjustment of the phase difference between the beams and therefore the average intensity in the DIC image.
The objective lens is located one focal length beyond the plane of apparent splitting. This causes the two beams passing through that plane at different angles to be focused by the objective lens at different positions near the sample's surface in the back focal plane of the objective (Fig. 2b) .
As indicated in Fig. 2a the beams reflected from the sample are then recombined into a single beam by the prism on the return path.
Next examine the function of the polarizer and analyzer and the overall system operation.
The polarizer is used to adjust the beam polarization incident on the Nomarski prism permitting direct control over the relative amplitude of the two split beams leaving the prism and incident on the sample's surface.
Quantitative surface measurements require adjustment of the polarizer to yield two beams of equal ampltitude at the sample.
The analyzer is necessary for DIC image formation.
The beam preceding the analyzer is composed of two orthogonally polarized, co-linear beams which can not interfere. of intensity which are unrelated to surface chromatic light, in contrast to broad-band i interference fringes and yields better defin in the image.
But in reflection microscopy the horizontal sample causes the return path for each ray to be on the opposite side of and at an equal distance from the microscope optical axis. The second passage through the prism again results in unequal phase changes across the prism. But the side-to-side positional exchange by the incident and reflected rays causes differences in relative phase shift across the image to cancel. The system is therefore self-compensating. The double pass through the prism results in a single value for relative phase shift across the entire image. The image is thus formed within one inference fringe. In the absence of surface asperities the image is of uniform intensity, but variations in the sample's surface slope cause local variations in the angle of incidence and hence the angle of reflection. Rays from asperities thus strike the prism at positions and angles determined by the surface topography and result in additional relative phase differences which act to modulate the intensity distribution in the resulting image.
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The critical element in the system is the Nomarski prism, a Wollaston prism as modified by Nomarski. The prism is made with two wedges of birefringent material which are cut and assembled in a manner which splits an incoming beam into two components (orthogonal polarizations) which intersect after exiting the prism. Intersection of the exiting beams occurs in a plane which will be referred to as the "plane of apparent splitting." The prism geometry and "plane of apparent splitting" are illustrated in Fig. 2a . The prism is oriented in the system so the plane of apparent splitting is perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope. It should be noted that the prism not only splits the two polarization components but also causes a relative phase shift between them. The amount of relative phase shift between the beams varies linearly with motion of the input beam along the prism shear direct ion.4 Translation of the prism along the shear direction, i.e., the direction of relative displacement between the two emergent beams, allows adjustment of the phase difference between the beams and therefore the average intensity in the DIG image.
The objective lens is located one focal length beyond the plane of apparent splitting. This causes the two beams passing through that plane at different angles to be focused by the objective lens at different positions near the sample's surface in the back focal plane of the objective (Fig. 2b ). As indicated in Fig. 2a the beams reflected from the sample are then recombined into a single beam by the prism on the return path.
Next examine the function of the polarizer and analyzer and the overall system operation. The polarizer is used to adjust the beam polarization incident on the Nomarski prism permitting direct control over the relative amplitude of the two split beams leaving the prism and incident on the sample's surface. Quantitative surface measurements require adjustment of the polarizer to yield two beams of equal ampltitude at the sample.
The analyzer composed of two ana 1yzer passes ference and the plane.
is necessary for DIG image formation. The beam preceding the analyzer is orthogonally polarized, co-linear beams which can not interfere. The a common polarization component from each beam which allows their interformation of the DIG image in the microscope eyepiece or at the film the linear motion indicated for the Nomarski prism in Fig. 1 may not be the standard motion available for a given commercial instrument but has been here due to its importance in maintaining a constant shearing direction equal intensities of the two beams throughout the range of A theoretical model has been developed4 which embodies these operating principles and explicitly includes effects of the optical elements and the optical properties of the sample. The model describes the dependence of the image intensity on the relative phase change between beam components and yields expressions for that relative phase change.
The image intensity can be written
Here A and P are the angles made by the analyzer pass direction and the polarizer pass direction, with the shear direction and E is the relative amount of the attenuated polarization component passed by the polarizer or analyzer.
'max is the maximum image intensity and occurs when cos x = -1. Departures from ideal optics tend to give intensity relations of the form of Equation (2) with nonzero Q, as can be substantiated experimentally by adjusting the Nomarski prism to vary the phase shift x and observing that the minimum intensity is not zero.
The form of Equation (2) is probably more general than the assumptions for which it was derived, namely, that nonzero Q comes from departures from P = 45°, A = 135', and E = 0, or from an equivalent ideal set of these parameters.
Finite bandwidth and departures from small angle approximations might contribute to nonzero Q, but in a forthcoming experimental paper we will report good agreement with Equation (2) with an experimental 70 -fold reduction of intensity from 'max to minimum intensity Imin = Q I max
The model was developed using geometrical optics and results were confirmed by comparison with those obtained using the Eikonal equation. Application of the model requires accurate knowledge of the relative phase differences and their dependence on the system optics and the sample.
The utility of the technique for surface analysis is ultimately based on the separability of effects on phase shift due to sample geometry from those due to prism position. This is seen in the expression for the total relative phase shift,
where a is related to the sample topography and ß is governed by the Nomarski prism. Expressions for both contributions to the total phase shift were developed for an optical system which allowed the linear translation of the prism along its shear direction.
The prism retardation is then a linear function of the prism position x,
where x is the wedge position, ßo is the retardation at x =0, and dß /dx is the rate of phase change with changing prism position. The prism position is measured relative to an arbitrary reference.
If that reference is changed, the value of ßo changes accordingly. But dß /dx remains constant and depends only on the properties of the birefringent prism and the illuminating wavelength (x), A theoretical model has been developed^ which embodies these operating principles and explicitly includes effects of the optical elements and the optical properties of the sample.
The model describes the dependence of the image intensity on the relative phase change between beam components and yields expressions for that relative phase change.
where C = cos 2 (A-P) + e sin 2(A-P) + e 2 sin 2 (A-P),
Here A and P are the angles made by the analyzer pass direction and the polarizer pass direction, with the shear direction and e is the relative amount of the attenuated polarization component passed by the polarizer or analyzer, intensity m a x tne maximum image and occurs when cos Departures from ideal optics tend to give intensity relations of the form of Equation (2) with nonzero Q, as can be substantiated experimentally by adjusting the Nomarski prism to vary the phase shift x and observing that the minimum intensity is not zero. The form of Equation (2) is probably more general than the assumptions for which it was derived, namely, that nonzero Q comes from departures from P = 45°, A = 135°, and e = 0, or from an equivalent ideal set of these parameters.
Finite bandwidth and departures from small angle approximations might contribute to nonzero Q, but in a forthcoming experimental paper we will report good agreement with Equation (2) with an experimental 70-fold reduction of intensity from I intensity I r = Q I max to mini mum max The model was developed using geometrical optics and results were confirmed by comparison with those obtained using the Eikonal equation.
Application of the model requires accurate knowledge of the relative phase differences and their dependence on the system optics and the sample. The utility of the technique for surface based on the separability of effects on phase shift due to prism position. This is seen in the expression for analysis is ultimately to sample geometry from those due the total relative phase shift,
where a is related to the sample topography and 3 is governed by the Nomarski prism. Expressions for both contributions to the total phase shift were developed for an optical system which allowed the linear translation of the prism along its shear direction. 
where ne(no) is the extraordinary (ordinary) refractive index of the prism material and ow is the common wedge angle of the two halves of the Nomarski prism.
The sign (±) is determined by the Nomarski prism orientation (i.e., prism inversion changes the sign). The remaining phase shift (a) is then governed by the surface geometry and constants of the optical system.
For the sample geometry seen in Fig. 3 a = -Z f tan 21Pcos0 dx (10) where f = objective focal length, i = surface slope angle, and 0 = angle between the prism shear direction and the surface "fall line."
Experimental system
Description
The microscope system used in this study was a Zeiss Ultraphot II.(a) The microscope was equipped with an adjustable polarizer (00 to 90 "), an adjustable analyzer (0' to 180 "), and a narrow bandpass color filter (10 nanometers half bandwidth) with a center wavelength of 545.0 nanometers. The Nomarski prism assembly was modified from the Zeiss configuration to provide prism motion parallel to the prism shear direction using a dovetail slide with a micrometer screw drive providing a resolution of 0.0001 in. (Fig. 4) . This allowed adjustment of the beam position on the prism, permitting adjustment of the relative prism retardation while maintaining fixed angular orientations between the optical elements in the microscope.
Samples were mounted on a goniometer head equipped with adjustment screws on its base to allow complete control of the orientation of the sample surface with respect to the microscope optical axis.
The sample assembly was placed on a rotating sample stage available with the microscope. The stage permitted independent rotation of the sample about the optical axis of the microscope. 
where n e ( n 0 ) is the extraordinary (ordinary) refractive index of the prism material and e w is the common wedge angle of the two halves of the Nomiarski prism. The sign (±) is determined by the Nomarski prism orientation (i.e., prism inversion changes the sign) The remaining phase shift (a) is then governed by the surface geometry and constants of the optical system. For the sample geometry seen in Fig. 3 f tan where f = objective focal length, ^ = surface slope angle, and shear direction and the surface "fall line."
= angle between the prism Experimental system
The microscope system used in this study was a Z e i s s Ultraphot 11.( a ) The microscope was equipped with an adjustable polarizer (0° to 90°), an adjustable analyzer (0° to 180°), and a narrow bandpass color filter (10 nanometers half bandwidth) with a center wavelength of 545.0 nanometers. The Nomarski prism assembly was modified from the Z e i s s configuration to provide prism motion parallel to the prism: shear direction using a dovetail slide with a micrometer screw drive providing a resolution of 0.0001 in. (Fig. 4) . This allowed adjustment of the beam position on the prism, permitting adjustment of the relative prism retardation while maintaining fixed angular orientations between the optical elements in the microscope.
Samples were mounted on a goniometer head equipped with adjustment screws on its base to allow complete control of the orientation of the sample surface with respect to the microscope optical axis. The sample assembly was placed on a rotating s a mi p1e stage available with the microscope. The stage permitted independent rotation of the sample about the optical axis of the microscope. Measured intensities were thus average values and not related to effects of small asperities.
System evaluation was accomplished using large (1.52 in. dia), super smooth (10 -20 A rms roughness) mirrors.
The photodetector will be replaced by film for investigation of small features.
Optical alignment
System characterization must be preceded by an alignment procedure, the object of which is to set the polarizer to pass equal intensities along each of the orthogonal optical axes in the Nomarski prism (parallel and perpendicular to the prism shear direction).
The analyzer is then set orthogonal to the polarizer.
The first step in alignment is to locate the optical axes of the Nomarski prism. The procedure is based on the fact that plane polarized light will pass unaltered through a birefringent crystal only when the plane of polarization coincides with one of the optical axes.
The alignment steps thus determine the direction of the prism optical axes by iteratively finding the relative settings of polarizer, analyzer, and the Nomarski prism which yield an extinguished output beam.
The procedure requires a flat mirror mounted on the sample stage orthogonal to the microscope optical axis, a Nomarski objective assembly including an objective lens and a Nomarski prism with linear prism travel, a standard objective lens with the same magnification as the Nomarski objective, and a narrow bandpass color filter on the microscope light source.
The procedure consists of the nine steps shown in Table 1 .
The first five serve to accurately determine the angular locations of the optical axes in the Nomarski prism by an iterative search.
The last four steps then set the polarizer and analyzer for quantitative system operation.
The procedure will produce equal intensities of light polarized along each of the orthogonal axes of the Nomarski prism. The final configuration of optical elements leaves the polarizer and analyzer aligned orthogonally and the polarizer set at 45' to the optical axes of the Nomarski prism. Table 1 Step 1.
Install the standard objective lens.
Step 2.
Adjust the polarizer and analyzer for extinction.
Step 3.
Remove the standard objective lens and install the Nomarski objective assembly.
Step 4.
If the output beam is still extinguished, record the directions of the rotatable polarizer and analyzer.
This will occur only when the polarizer and analyzer are parallel to the prism optical axes.
Step 5.
If the output beam is not extinguished, rotate the analyzer a small amount and repeat steps 1 -5. Step 6.
Rotate polarizer 45° from the final setting obtained in Step 4.
RECORD polarizer setting.
Step 7.
Install standard objective lens.
Step 8.
Adjust analyzer for extinction with the new polarizer position.
RECORD the analyzer setting.
Step 9.
Install the Nomarski objective assembly.
Calibration
The separability of the phase shift introduced by the Nomarski prism from that produced by variations in surface height on the sample permits the calibration required for obtaining quantitative topographical results. Calibration is based on Equations (2, 7, and 8).Examination of Equation (2) = Imax(1 -Q), the intensity of Equation (2) can easily be seen to consist of a constant background resulting from optical leakage plus a contribution which is modulated by the total relative phase shift x. For the special case when a flat sample is orthogonal to the microscope optical axis, a = 0 and the intensity can be written as Image intensities were measured with an EG&G Model 550-2 photodetector mounted in the film plane of the microscope. Measured intensities were thus average values and not related to effects of small asperities. System evaluation was accomplished using large (1.52 in. dia), super smooth (10-20 A rms roughness) mirrors. The photodetector will be replaced by film for investigation of small features.
Optical alignment
System characterization must be preceded by an alignment procedure, the object of which is to set the polarizer to pass equal intensities along each of the orthogonal optical axes in the Nomarski prism (parallel and perpendicular to the prism shear direction). The analyzer is then set orthogonal to the polarizer.
The first step in alignment procedure is based on the fact birefringent crystal only when cal axes. The alignment steps is to locate the optical axes of the Nomarski prism. The that plane polarized light will pass unaltered through a the plane of polarization coincides with one of the optithus determine the direction of the prism optical axes by iteratively finding the relative settings of polarizer, analyzer, which yield an extinguished output beam.
and the Nomarski prism
The procedure requires a flat mirror mounted on the sample stage orthogonal to the microscope optical axis, a Nomarski objective assembly including an objective lens and a Nomarski prism with linear prism travel, a standard objective lens with the same magnification as the Nomarski objective, and a narrow bandpass color filter on the microscope light source. The procedure consists of the nine steps shown in Table 1 . The first five serve to accurately determine the angular locations of the optical axes in the Nomarski prism by an iterative search. The last four steps then set the polarizer and analyzer for quantitative system operation. The procedure will produce equal intensities of light polarized along each of the orthogonal axes of the Nomarski prism. The final configuration of optical elements leaves the polarizer and analyzer aligned orthogonally and the polarizer set at 45° to the optical axes of the Nomarski prism. Table 1 Step 1.
Step 2,
Step 3, Step 4,
Step 6.
Step 7,
Step 8,
Step 9, Install the standard objective lens. Adjust the polarizer and analyzer for extinction. Remove the standard objective lens and install the Nomarski objective assembly. If the output beam is still extinguished, record the directions of the rotatable polarizer and analyzer. This will occur only when the polarizer and analyzer are parallel to the prism optical axes. If the output beam is not extinguished, rotate the analyzer a small amount and repeat steps 1-5. Rotate polarizer 45° from the final setting obtained in Step 4. RECORD polarizer setting. Install standard objective lens. Adjust analyzer for extinction with the new polarizer position. RECORD the analyzer setting. In s t a 11 the Nomarski object i ve assemb1y ._____
Calibration
The separability of the phase shift introduced by the Nomarski prism from that produced by variations in surface height on the sample permits the calibration required for obtaining quantitative topographical results. Calibration is based on Equations (2, 7, and 8).Examination of Equation (2) reveals the maximum and minimum measured intensity are simply I max and mi n = * max '11
If we further def i ne max (1 -Q), the intensity of Equation (2) can easily be seen to consist of a constant background resulting from optical leakage plus a contribution which is modulated by the total relative phase shift x. = I min + I' (1 -cos x )/2 (13;
For the special case when a flat sample is orthogonal to the microscope optical axis, a = 0 and the intensity can be written as Equation (14) is the basis for instrument calibration. With a flat sample mounted orthogonal to the optical axis of the microscope, translation of the prism across the field of the objective produced a changing image intensity, I(x), which is dependent on prism position.
The leakage parameter Q can be obtained from Q = Imin /Imax (15) and the parameter I' can then be found using Equation (12). The intercept ßo and the slope ds /dx of Equation (8) can be obtained either by using nonlinear regression to directly compare I(x) to the model of Equation (14), or by inverting that equation to obtain the argument of the cosine function
Standard linear regression of the arc -cosine in Equation (16) on prism position x then yields a least -squares estimate of the slope and intercept of Equation (8).
Determination of system parameters was carried out using a flat, super smooth mirror and average intensities measured with the photometer mounted as described above.
Visual examination of the Nomarski image showed uniform illumination and no significant discrete defects.
The sample was oriented with its surface orthogonal to the microscope optical axis (IV= 0-----a = 0) to allow independent assessment of the prism retardation, ß, in Equation (7).
Image intensity data were then recorded as a function of prism position as the prism was translated through its entire range of 0.175 in. (0.445 cm).
Intensities were recorded at prism position intervals of 0.001 in. The data points shown in Fig. 5a demonstrate the sinusoidal dependence on the prism position predicted by Equation (14).
The data were analyzed using both linear and nonlinear regression.
Linear regression using Equation (16) only provides information on the dependence of phase retardation on prism position. Fig. 5b shows the results of the application of this analysis to raw data similar to that in Fig. 5a .
Estimates of the quantities so and dß /dx correspond to the intercept and slope of the line in Fig. 5b .
The resulting values provide a complete description of prism retardation as given in Equation (8).
Nonlinear regression was used to estimate both the prism parameters ($o and dß /dx) and the experimental intensity parameters (Imax and Q) by comparing Equation (2) to'the raw data.
In the comparison, Equation (8) was used for the total phase shift x. All nonlinear regression calculations were conducted using the FORTRAN program, NLIN, based on an algorithm due to Marquardt5 and adapted to run on a PDP11 /10 minicomputer. 
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Standard linear regression of the arc-cosine in Equation (16) on prism position x then yields a least-squares estimate of the slope and intercept of Equation (8).
Determination of system parameters was carried out using a flat, super smooth mirror and average intensities measured with the photometer mounted as described above. Visual examination of the Nomarski image showed uniform illumination and no significant discrete defects. The sample was oriented with its surface orthogonal to the microscope optical axis (ty = 0 a = 0) to allow independent assessment of the prism retardation, 3, in Equation (7).
Image intensity data were then recorded as a function of prism position as the prism was translated through its entire range of 0.175 in. (0.445 cm). Intensities were recorded at prism position intervals of 0.001 in. The data points shown in Fig. 5a demonstrate the sinusoidal dependence on the prism position predicted by Equation (14).
The data were analyzed using both linear and nonlinear regression. Linear regression using Equation (16) only provides information on the dependence of phase retardation on prism position. Fig. 5b shows the results of the application of this analysis to raw data similar to that in Fig. 5a . Estimates of the quantities 8 0 an d dg/dx correspond to the intercept and slope of the line in Fig. 5b . The resulting values provide a complete description of prism retardation as given in Equation (8).
Nonlinear regression was used to estimate both the prism parameters (e 0 and de/dx) and the experimental intensity parameters (I md x and Q) b y comparing Equation (2) to'the raw data. In the comparison, Equation (8) was used for the total phase shift x. All nonlinear regression calculations were conducted using the FORTRAN program, NLIN, based on an algorithm due to Marquardt^ and adapted to run on a PDP11/10 minicomputer. The continuous curve in Fig. 5a is typical of the agreement between experiment (points) and the calculated nonlinear regression function for the 40X objective. 
Measurement of surface slopes
Results of experiments to determine surface slopes from intensity data obtained with a flat sample whose surface normal makes an angle 4, with the microscope optical axis will now be presented.
With the prism at a fixed position xo, the total relative phase shift can be written as In Equation (17), ß(x0) represents the constant prism retardation at the position x0, and 0 is the angle between the surface fall line and the shearing direction of the prism.
The total phase x thus contains a constant term and a sinusoidal term in 0 whose amplitude is governed by the sample's surface slope V).
From Fig. 5a , it is seen that the value of x0 determines the nominal operating intensity while the oscillating phase component causes intensity modulation.
For quantitative surface evaluations it is desirable to select ß(x0) _ (2n +1)7/2 which corresponds to a mid -range image intensity for a zero slope sample.
This operating point provides a linear relationship between intensity modulation and small surface slopes.
It also allows the direct determination of surface slope sign (+ or -) from the measured intensity changes due to the single valued nature of the curve between each adjacent maximum and minimum. Fig. 6 illustrates the predicted effective surface slope range for three Nomarski objective assemblies.
Numerical values of surface slopes were determined using rotational intensity data (I (x0, 0) vs. 0) and nonlinear regression analysis. The flat copper sample was tilted on the goniometer to a series of angles less than 4 °.
The maximum tilt angle was governed by mechanical interference of the sample surface and the objective lens housing. Data were recorded at 5° intervals (AO) using the modified 40X Nomarski objective assembly.
The prism setting of 0.3785 in. produced a prism retardation of 7.818 radians, corresponding to a principal value of 0.4897 radians.
This resulted in intensity changes that were proportional to the surface slope (i.e., a linear response region).
Data were analyzed using the average of nonlinear regression values for ßo and dß /dx. Equation (15) was used with three independent prism translation experiments at different lamp intensities to calculate the average leakage parameter Q. Theoretical intensity dependence on sample tilt with a high conductivity sample and prism phase retardation, ß = 7/2 for selected Nomarski objective assemblies. The change in ßo resulted from a change in the prism position (x =0) that occurred when the Nomarski assembly was reassembled. These average values were used in subsequent calculations of sample surface slopes. The nonlinear regression routine was used to determine the sample slope 4V.
Results are shown in Table 3 where is the nominal slope and >U is the slope calculated from Nomarski data. It is seen that analysis of intensity data can be expected to yield values of the slope to an accuracy of about 0.20° for the range investigated here. Table 2 compares the results of linear and nonlinear regression for a 40X Nomarski objective. The continuous curve in Fig. 5a is typical of the agreement between experiment (points) and the calculated nonlinear regression function for the 40X objective. Results of experiments to determine surface slopes from intensity data obtained with a flat sample whose surface normal makes an angle ^ with the microscope optical axis will now be presented. With the prism at a fixed position x 0 , the total relative phase shift can be written as tan 2 ^ cos de 0 ,
In Equation (17), B( and 0 is the angle X O ) represents the constant prism retardation at the position between the surface fall line and the shearing direction of the prism. The total phase x thus contains a constant term and a sinusoidal term in 0 whose amplitude is governed by the sample's surface slope ^ . From Fig. 5a , it is seen that the value of x 0 determines the nominal operating intensity while the oscillating phase modulation. For quantitative surface evaluations it is desirl)Tr/2 which corresponds to a mid-range image intensity for This operating point provides a linear relationship between in tensmall surface slopes. It also allows the direct determination of + or -) from the measured intensity changes due to the single valued between each adjacent maximum and minimum. Fig. 6 illustrates the surface slope range for three Nomarski objective assemblies. component causes intensity able to select e(x 0 ) = (2n a zero slope sample s i ty modulati on and surface slope sign nature of the curve predicted effective Numerical values of surface slopes were determined using rotational intensity data (I (x 0 , 0) vs. 0) and nonlinear regression analysis. The flat copper sample was tilted on the goniometer to a series of angles less than 4°. The maximum tilt angle was governed by mechanical interference of the sample surface and the objective lens housing. Data were recorded at 5° intervals (A0) using the modified 40X Nomarski objective assembly. The prism setting of 0.3785 in. produced a prism retardation of 7.818 radians, corresponding to a principal value of 0 . 4 8 9 TT radians. This resulted in intensity changes that were proportional to the surface slope (i.e., a linear response region).
Data were analyzed using the average of d $ / d x . Equation (15) Figure 6 . Theoretical intensity dependence on sample tilt with a high conductivity sample and prism phase retardation, 3 = ir/2 for selected Nomarski objective assemblies.
nonlinear regression values for e 0 and independent prism translation experiments at different lamp intensities to calculate the average leakage parameter Q. Average values from the nonlinear analysis of additional data sets were 3 0 = 7.518 radians, ds/dx = -40.516 radians/inch, Imax = 1-754 nw/cm^, and Q = 0.009.
The change in e 0 resulted from a change in the prism position (x=0) that occurred when the Nomarski assembly was reassembled.
These average values were used in subsequent calculations of sample surface slopes. The nonlinear regression routine was used to determine the sample slope ^. Results are shown in Table 3 where ^0 is the nominal slope and $ is the slope calculated from Nomarski data. It is seen that analysis of intensity data can be expected to yield values of the slope to an accuracy of about 0.20° for the range investigated here. It is to be emphasized that all system calibration data necessary to determine slopes to the accuracy indicated in Table 3 were obtained from prism translation experiments. The alignment procedure described and a simple calibration experiment measuring intensity as a function of prism position yield all calibration data necessary to determine slopes of tilted samples using this technique.
Summary
The operation of reflective Nomarski DIC microscopy for quantitative surface topography analysis has been discussed.
The modification, alignment, and characterization of a commercial microscope were described to allow the adaptation of this technique to many existing microscope systems.
Examples of surface slope measurements were given along with the pertinent equations used for data reduction. It is to be emphasized that all system calibration data necessary to determine slopes to the accuracy indicated in Table 3 were obtained from prism translation experiments. The alignment procedure described and a simple calibration experiment measuring intensity as a function of prism position yield all calibrat ion'data necessary to determine slopes of tilted samples using this technique.
The operation of reflective Nomarski DIG microscopy for quantitative surface topography analysis has been discussed. The modification, alignment, and characterization of a commercial microscope were described to allow the adaptation of this technique to many existing microscope systems. Examples of surface slope measurements were given along with the pertinent equations used for data reduction.
